
What is taught in…

The intent of the curriculum in Spanish

Year 7 Year 8

HT1

My life                                                                                          

Vocabulary: General cultural knowledge of Hispanic countries. 

Question words, greetings, describing your personality, age, birthday, 

brothers and sisters, alphabet, colours, intensifiers , revision of 

vocabulary - "preparate" tests, project: creating a family tree and 

describing the members.                                                                                                      

Grammar: Adjective agreements, word order, present tense verbs - 

"to have", indefinite articles, developing writing skills.

Holiday                                                                                                                       

Vocabulary: Cultural knowledge Spanish tourist points. Countries, transport, 

seasons, activities,  describing your last day, opinions in the past tense, 

developing speaking skills,  revision using "preparate", project on finding a 

holiday destination.                                                                                                              

Grammar: Preterite of "to go", preterite of "ar / er / ir" verbs, of "to be", using 

the preterite and the present together.

HT2

My family and friends                                                                    

Vocabulary: Cultural knowledge on Spain about families. Describing : 

your family, hair and eyes,  what other people look like, where you 

live, developing reading skills and speaking skills, revision using 

"preparate", project: Christmas in Spain.                                                                                                       

Grammar: Possessive adjectives, present tense of the verbs "to be 

(ser and estar) / to have", using verbs in the third person.

Food                                                                                                                                             

Vocabulary: Cultural knowledge on Spanish foods. Food and opinions, describing 

meal times,  ordering a meal,  organinsing a party, describing a party, Hispanic 

foods, developing speaking skills,  revision using "preparate", project on desiging 

a Spanish recipe / menu.                                                               Grammar: 

Negatives, using "you" formal, present, preterite and near future tenses 

together.

HT3

Free time                                                                                                                    

Vocabulary: Cultural knowldege on famous Hispanic sports 

celebrities, hobbies, opinions and reasons, what you do in your spare 

time, weather, sports, project on a famous Hispanic sports 

personality.                                                                                                    

Grammar: I like + infinitive, present tense of "ar" verbs, using the 

verbs "to do / to play", developing reading skills, speaking skills, 

revision using "preparate".

All about my life                                                                                                                     

Vocabulary:  Cultural knowledge on Spanish films, tv programmes and music. 

Uses of mobile phone, types of music, using a range of opinions, tv programmes, 

describing what you did, developing reading skills, revision using "preparate", 

project on a Hispanic singer.                                                                              

Grammar: Revision of present tense, the comparative, using the present and the 

preterite together.



HT4

School                                                                                                                     

Vocabulary: Cultural knowledgeon school sysytem in Spain. Days of 

the week, school subjects, opinions and reasons, describing your 

school, what you do during break, developing listening and writing 

skills,  revision using "preparate", project on ,a Hispanic school.                                                                                                                                                     

Grammar: The verb "to study", "ar / er/ ir" verbs in the present 

tense, adjective agreements,  using "a / some / the", definite and 

indefinite articles.                          

What you do in town                                                                                                            

Vocabulary: Cultural knowledge on Spanish shops. Arranging to go out,  making 

excuses, getting ready to go out, discussing sporting events, colours, clothes, 

developing writing skills, revision using "preparate", project on giving a fashion 

show.                                                                 Grammar: Using "I would like" + 

infinitive, "to want", "to be able to", reflexive verbs, using "this / these", 

adjective agreements, using present, preterite and near future together.

HT5

My town                                                                                                                

Vocabulary:  Cultural knowledge on major big cities, famous 

landmarks and food in Spain. Places in town, telling the time, 

ordering in a cafe, what you are going to do at the weekend, 

developing listening and writing skills, revision using "preparate", 

project on Spanish festivities.                                                                            

Grammar: Using "a / some / many", the verbs "to go", "to want", 

near future tense.

Where I live                                                                                                                              

Vocabulary: Cultural knowledge on famous Hispanic buildings.  Describing a 

holiday home, holiday activities, directions , what you do in summer camps, 

developing listening skills, revision using "preparate", project on your town / 

creating a tourist brochure.                                                            Grammar: 

Comparatives, superlatives, imperative, using three tenses. 

HT6

Skills focus: Development of all 4 key skills with all vocabulary and 

grammar studied throughout the year, application of transferable 

knowledge and skills.

Skills focus: Development of all 4 key skills with all vocabulary and grammar 

studied throughout the year, application of transferable knowledge and skills.


